
BDGT Method for Change in Staff Type  

 

It is somewhat common for staff to have a change in Staff Type, meaning they change from 
being an Unclassified employee to a Classified employee, or change from being a Classified to 
an Unclassified employee.   

Due to the new processing in HRS, such employees will be provided with a new Position 
Number.  This new Position Number will need to be addressed in the BDGT transaction screen 
in the 3270 Budget System in order to accurately account for the applicable employee change as 
part of your budget development process.   

The method to address this scenario will be to do a ‘chg01’ change transaction (01 being the 
applicable number of the split), and NOT a ‘newm’ add a new record transaction:   

 

Example #1:  Going from a Classified to an Unclassified employee for the Current Year 2014-
15:   

1. Delete the current year classified BDGT record for the employee. 
2. Enter the unclassified UDDS where the employee will now be budgeted and enter the budget 

ID, which will bring forward the Classified BDGT record for the employee from Prior Year 
2011-12: 

3. Key ‘chg01’ in the upper left-hand corner of the record (the open field to the left of 
“EMPLID”) and key in the new data for the following fields on top of the existing data: 

 
a. TITLE (without the title modifier) 
b. BUDGET AMOUNT 
c. Full-time rate should be entered in HOURLY FT RATE field  
d. FUND – ACT 
e. Key ‘@’ over the existing character in the ‘STATUS’ field 
f. Key ‘a’ in the PAYBASIS field 
g. Key ‘a’ in the ‘NEW RECORD FLAG’ field 
h. POSITION NUMBER 
i. Select “Enter”  
j. The Unclassified record should now display, showing the correct UDDS.   

 

 

 

 



Example #2:  Going from an Unclassified to Classified employee for the Current Year 2014-15:   

1. Delete the current year unclassified BDGT record for the employee. 
2. Enter the classified UDDS where the employee will now be budgeted and enter the 

budget ID, which will bring forward the Unclassified BDGT record for the employee 
from Prior Year 2011-12: 

3. Key ‘chg01’ in the upper left-hand corner of the record (the open field to the left of 
“EMPLID”) and key in the new data for the following fields on top of the existing 
data: 
 

a. TITLE code (delete the title modifier) 
b. BUDGET AMOUNT 
c. Hourly rate amount should be entered in FULL TIME RATE field  
d. FUND – ACT 
e. Key P or B in the ‘STATUS’ field 
f. Key ‘H’ in the PAYBASIS field 
g. Key ‘a’ in the ‘NEW RECORD FLAG’ field 
h. POSITION NUMBER 
i. Select “Enter”  
j. The Classified record should now display, showing the correct UDDS.   

 


